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We are more than gratified at the enthusiastic and encouraging response which you and your neighbors
expressed when the Desert Magazine was placed on
sale for the first time last month. We are convinced that
you are proud of the magazine and that you like to
show it to your friends.

. . . and many
other features
each month.

You can find no better gift expressing the spirit of the desert you love than a
subscription to this magazine—sent to your friend at Christmas time.
On receipt of your subscription remittance we will send an acknowledgement to you and we will prepare a gift card which will arrive at your friend's
address at Christmas time.
Just print or typewrite the names on a sheet of paper, together with your
name as donor and send it with your check to the DESERT MAGAZINE,
El Centre Calif.
ONE SUSCRIPTION (Regular rate), year
Mailed in the United States or possessions.
TWO or more GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS, each one year
Your own subscription may be included in this combination
rate. Foreign subscriptions, add 40 cents each.
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Civic groups in the desert
area are invited to use this column for announcing fairs, rodeos, conventions and other
events which have more than
mere local interest. Copy must
reach the Desert Magazine by
the 5th of the month preceding
publication. There is no charge
for these announcements.
OCTOBER 27—Deer season opens in Kaibab forest.
Closes November 15.
OCTOBER 29, 30, 3 1 —
California newspaper editors
assemble at Lone Pine in Inyo
county as guests at three-day
program marking the opening
of the new Mt. Whitney-Death
Valley highway.
OCTOBER 31—Nevada celebrates its 73rd birthday.
NOVEMBER 12—Indian
festivities mark observance of
St. James day at Tesuque
Pueblo, New Mexico.
NOVEMBER 12—Fiesta of
San Diego at Jemez Pueblo,
New Mexico.
NOVEMBER 14—Season
opens for quail hunters in
Arizona. Closes December 15.
NOVEMBER 15—Season
opens for quail hunters in all
California desert areas. Closes
December 31.
NOVEMBER 15—Open season for deer, wild turkey and
bear c l o s e s in A r i z o n a .
(Opened October 1 5 ) .
NOVEMBER 16—Twentyday season for Elk hunters
opens in Arizona. Limited to
300 resident and 50 non-resident permits.
NOVEMBER 17, 18, 19, 2 0 —
Spanish Fiesta days sponsored
by Elks lodge at Yuma, Arizona.
NOVEMBER 18, 19, 20, 21
—Annual Helzapopin celebration at Buckeye, Arizona.
NOVEMBER 2 2 — A n n u a l
meeting of Highway 66 association at Amarillo, Texas.
NOVEMBER 27—Opening
of 30-day duck season authorized by Presidential proclamation.
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God s Garden of Peace
God gave to mankind the beauties of earth,
Of mountains, and lowlands and sea,
Rivers and lakes, forests and glades,
These wondrous gifts gave He.
But He kept for His own a Garden
Rugged, forbidding, austere,
Surrounded by peaks uplifted—
Snow-capped throughout the year.
And He draped it with marvelous colors
At dawn and at set of sun,
And hung high in the sky the wonderful stars
To light it when day is done.
And He walks in His Garden at twilight
And all who would have surcease
From life's toil and struggle, may find it
In the Desert, God's Garden of Peace.
—NELLIE N. COFFMAN
Palm Springs.
PHOTO BY FRASHERS. INC.

(EDITORIAL)

O

NE IS A GRIM desolate wasteland. It is the home of
venomous reptiles and stinging insects, of vicious
thorn-covered plants and trees, and of unbearable
heat. This is the desert seen by the stranger speeding along
the highway, impatient to be out of "this damnable country." It is the desert visualized by those children of luxury
to whom any environment is unbearable which does not
provide all of the comforts and services of a pampering
civilization. It is a concept fostered by fiction writers who
dramatize the tragedies of the desert for the profit it will
bring them.
But the stranger and the uninitiated see only the mask.
The other Desert—the real Desert-—is not for the eyes of
the superficial observer, or the fearful soul or the cynic.
It is a land, the character of which is hidden except to those
who come with friendliness and understanding. To these
the Desert offers rare gifts: health-giving sunshine—a sky
that is studded with diamonds—a breeze that bears no
poison—a landscape of pastel colors such as no artist can
duplicate—thorn-covered plants which during countless
ages have clung tenaciously to life through heat and
drought and wind and the depredations of thirsty animals,
and yet each season send forth blossoms of exquisite coloring as a symbol of courage that has triumped over terrifying obstacles.
To those who come to the Desert with friendliness, it
gives friendship; to those who come with courage, it gives
new strength of character. Those seeking relaxation find
release from the world of man-made troubles. For those
seeking beauty, the Desert offers nature's rarest artistry.
This is the Desert that men and women learn to love.

. . . one is fascinating, mysterious . . .

N

EARLY every creed and industry and locality has
its journal—except the Desert. Here, within the boundaries of Arizona, California, Nevada, New Mexico
and Utah resides a great family of human beings—the
highest type of American citizenship—with a common heritage of environment and interest and opportunity, yet
residing for the most part in regions that are remote from
the so-called cultural centers.
This is the last great frontier of the United States. It will
be the purpose of the Desert Magazine to entertain and
serve the people whom desire or circumstance have brought
to this Desert frontier. But also, the magazine will carry as
accurately as possible in word and picture, the spirit of the
real Desert to those countless men and women who have
been intrigued by the charm of the desert, but whose homes
are elsewhere.
*
*
*
This is to be a friendly, personal magazine, written for
the people of the Desert and their friends—and insofar as
possible, by Desert people. Preference will be given to those
writers and artists—yes, and poets—whose inspiration
comes from close association with the scented greasewood,
the shifting sand dunes, the coloring of Desert landscapes,
from precipitous canyons and gorgeous sunsets.
The Desert has its own traditions—art—literature—industry and commerce. It will be the purpose of the Desert
Magazine to crystallize and preserve these phases of Desert
life as a culture distinctive of arid but virile America. We
would give character and personality to the pursuits of
Desert peoples—create a keener consciousness of the heritage which is theirs—bring them a little closer together in
a bond of pride in their Desert homes, and perhaps break
down in some measure the prejudice against the Desert
which is born of misunderstanding and fear.
It is an idealistic goal, to be sure, but without vision the
Desert would still be a forbidding wasteland—uninhabited
and shunned. The staff of the Desert Magazine has undertaken its task with the same unbounded confidence which
has brought a million people to a land which once was
regarded as unfit for human habitation.
We want to give to the folks who live on the Desert—
and to those who are interested in the Desert—something
that will make their lives a little happier and a little finer
—something worthwhile. In the accomplishment of this
purpose we ask for the cooperation and help of all friends
of the Desert everywhere.
RANDALL HENDERSON,
J. WILSON MCKENNEY.

. . . cne is grim, desolate
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Creosote bush, or greasewood as it is
commonly known, is the hardiest and
most common of all desert shrubs. This
story of the Creosote is written by Don
Admiral to give desert folks a more intimate acquaintance with one of their
neighbors of the plant world. Other desert
shrubs will be described by Mr. Admiral
in future issues of the Desert Magazine.

By DON ADMIRAL
Desert scientist of Palm Springs

A/o. I -@dventu.tet

A

DVENTURING into lands so arid that no other shrub
can survive, the Creosote bush, or common greasewood,
is entitled to carry the banner as No. 1 plant of the
desert region.
While other members of the great family of desert flora
falter and shrivel before the merciless onslaught of heat and
sandstorm and drought, the lowly greasewood wages a
constant battle of advance and retreat—and generally is
the victor.
To the Indians, the Creosote was a medicine for many
ailments. But since the white man prefers to buy his healing potions from the corner drug store in capsules and
bottles, his arrival in the desert has left the Creosote unmolested except when it interferes with the clearing of
homesteads or the building of roads.
Perhaps there should be one exception to this last assertion. The unfortunate motorist who finds himself mired
in the depths of a desert sand dune finds the greasewood
a rough but ready friend in time of need.
In the hot dry desert outposts the Creosote shrub is small,
tough, wiry, and with but few leaves. In more favored
localities its vital strength brings forth a large stately bush
of wand-like branches covered with shiny olive-green leaves,
and in season a multitude of yellow blossoms. The petals,
which are turned like the blades of a windmill, give way
to fluffy little balls of cotton in which the seeds are housed.
Under exceptionally favorable conditions the Creosote
may grow to a height of 12 or 15 feet. More commonly it
is from five to eight feet.

Like most desert plants, the Creosote is a rugged individualist. It never crowds its neighbors, nor permits them
to invade its own little domain. Visitors on the desert often
comment on the comparatively uniform spacing between
the plants—almost as if they had been planted. There are
scientific reasons for this, having to do with the root systems and moisture supply. We humans might learn something from this desert plant.
Bearing out the assertion that the Creosote is the No. 1
shrub of the desert, the Arizona State Planning board has
published a botanical table showing that this bush grows
over 37 per cent of the state's area. Sage ranks next with
a total area of five per cent. There are some areas of course
in which the two plants intermingle. Creosote is found in
Arizona from sea level to an elevation of 3,000 feet and
is dominant over about 27 million acres of the state.
Larrea divaricata is the scientific name given by Munz
now quite generally accepted. The genus name Larrea is in
honor of a Spaniard, de Larrea. The species name divaricata
refers to the twined characteristic of the leaves. Previous
classifications include Larrea glutinosa, Engelmann; Covillea glutinosa, Rydberg; Larrea Mexicana, Moric; Larrea
tridentata, Coville.
Creosote bush is the generally accepted common name.
Greasewood is also used but is not so distinctive for the
reason that this term is also applied to other desert shrubs.
Among the Mexicans it is Hediondilla, and Father Font
frequently refers to it by this name in his diary of the
Anza expedition.
Prehistoric dwellers on the desert found many useful
purposes for the shrub. The gum from its twigs was used
to cement arrows and to mend ollas. Tea brewed from its
leaves was regarded as a cure for stomach disorders and
rheumatism, and as an antiseptic for wounds.
Recently, a cowman in the Vallecito region told me that
he had seen the old Indians use a concoction brewed from
the foliage as a hair tonic. "And did you ever see a baldheaded Indian?" he asked by way of clinching his point.
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